
Instructions for JULIA Airbrush 
(105-JU, Dual-Action Gravity Feed Airbrush) 

 

 
 

What You’ll Find in Your JULIA Airbrush Box 
 

• JULIA airbrush (105-JU; see diagram that follows) with protective nozzle cap  
(50-022) and coloring cup lid (50-0427P) 

• Quick-connect adaptor (51-038) for connection of JULIA airbrush to quick-
connect air hose that comes with the complete JULIA system 

• Barbed fitting (50-026) for connection of JULIA airbrush to alternative 
compressor air hose 

 

If you have questions or feedback about the JULIA airbrush, please contact: 
 

            BADGER AIR-BRUSH CO.    Website: www.BadgerAirBrush.com 
            9128 Belmont Ave.                Service phone: 1 (847) 678-3104 
            Franklin Park, IL 60131         Email: CustomerService@BadgerAirBrush.com 

 

mailto:CustomerService@BadgerAirBrush.com


Hello! 
 

Hi, fellow bakers and decorators! Thank you for 
purchasing my airbrush. I hope you love it as much as I 
loved designing it for you!  
 
Before developing my JULIA airbrush, I had always 
worked on cookies and cakes with single-action 
airbrushes, and, while they were serviceable, I was often 
plagued by speckled food coloring, clogging with white 
and metallic food colorings, and too much overspray. 

Fortunately, I am happy to report that my airbrush resolves all of these issues and 
more! As a dual-action airbrush, it inherently provides more control and, because air 
only flows through it when the trigger is depressed, there is less risk of accidental 
spraying. Its unique nozzle configuration allows easy passage of both regular food 
coloring and thicker mediums, like metallics, as well as both broad-brush coverage 
(i.e., on cakes) and precise focus (i.e., on cookies). It has a large coloring cup with an 
easy-to-remove cap, which makes it suitable for everything from small orders to big 
production runs – and, of course, virtually eliminates spilled coloring! But, best of all, 
I’ve never used an airbrush that’s simpler to clean. While other airbrushes often require 
complex disassembly to thoroughly clean them, the JULIA airbrush can be kept in tip-
top operating condition just by following simple routine maintenance procedures that 
don’t involve taking anything apart! 
 
Your new JULIA airbrush, which comes with a lifetime labor warranty, has been 
comprehensively inspected and tested in actual use by my manufacturing partner, 
Badger Air-Brush Co. Even so, please do not use or disassemble the airbrush 
until you have thoroughly read all of the instructions that follow. For additional 
videos about using, cleaning, and maintaining your new JULIA airbrush, please 
check out my YouTube channel at www.tinyurl.com/juliaairbrush.  
 
 

Again, thank you for purchasing my airbrush. I hope it brings you hours upon hours of 
decorating fun!  
 

                     Live sweetly,  Julia 
 

http://www.tinyurl.com/juliaairbrush


 
 

 
Connection and Setup of JULIA Airbrush 

Note: Don’t be surprised not to find any small wrench or other tools often used 
to disassemble other airbrush brands. The JULIA airbrush is uniquely designed 
so all parts can be unscrewed and finger-tightened without the use of any tools 
after any initial disassembly. 
 
 
 

1. Attach quick-connect adaptor or barbed fitting to airbrush: First determine if the 
airbrush connection of your air hose is for a quick-connect adaptor or a barbed fitting. 
Your JULIA airbrush comes with the necessary adaptor/fitting for either. If your air hose 
has a quick-connect fitting, like the air hose of the JULIA airbrush-compressor system, 
attach the quick-connect adaptor (51-038) to your airbrush by placing its female 
threaded end over the male threaded valve stem directly below the airbrush trigger. 
Turn it in a clockwise direction until you can turn it no further. If your air hose has no 
fitting on its airbrush end and is intended to slide onto the airbrush, then attach the 
barbed fitting (50-026) to your airbrush by placing its female threaded end over the 
male threaded valve stem, and screwing it into place. 
 



2. Attach airbrush to air hose: With the correct adaptor/fitting now in place, you’re 
ready to attach your airbrush to the air hose. If using a quick-connect hose, insert the 
quick-connect adaptor into the air hose’s quick-connect fitting until you hear a click, 
which indicates that the adaptor is properly seated and attached to the hose. To 
remove the airbrush from the air hose for cleaning or to swap in another airbrush, push 
down on the collet (textured sleeve) on the hose’s quick-connect fitting, and the 
airbrush quick-connect adaptor will pop free from the quick-connect fitting. If a slide-
over hose, insert the barbed fitting into the hose’s open end, and then slide the hose as 
far as possible onto the barbed fitting. 
 
 

3. Check airbrush needle and nozzle guard positions: Remove the protective cap 
(50-022) from the airbrush nozzle. If using your airbrush for the first time, the needle 
(51-046) will have been retracted to protect it during shipping. The airbrush will not 
function properly with the needle in this position. To seat the needle forward into its 
proper operating position, loosen the needle chuck (51-010), grasp the small black ball 
on the needle’s back end, and slowly nudge the needle forward in the airbrush until it 
comes to a stop and the nozzle tip (41-002) appears entirely closed off. Once the 
needle is properly seated, re-tighten the needle chuck. Last, check the reversible 
nozzle guard (JU8131G). You have the option of leaving it as it came on your JULIA 
airbrush, with the wide end facing out for maximum protection of the needle (Julia’s 
preference), or with the wide end facing in, providing a better view of the needle, but 
leaving it more exposed. To change the orientation of the nozzle guard, simply 
unscrew it, flip it over, and screw it back into place on the spray regulator (JU41-036). 
 

 
Operation and Airbrushing Tips 

 

Important: Never use anything but food-safe coloring or cleaner in your airbrush. 
If you have ever used non-food-safe materials in it, then never use it on food 
again. Be sure to work in a well ventilated area or under an exhaust hood. Use of 
a spray respirator mask is also recommended, especially when working with 
metallic food colorings. 
 

 

1. Turn on compressor and adjust air flow: If your compressor has adjustable air 
flow, you will want to increase and decrease its air flow for different applications. Julia  
adjusts air flow using the inline air regulator (see diagram) on the side of the quick-



connect fitting on her JULIA air hose (JU-5018). She adjusts flow depending on the 
type of coloring, the desired area of coverage, and the distance at which she is holding 
the airbrush from her product. For close-range detail work, she uses relatively low air 
flow. For more distant spraying of large areas and when spraying metallic colorings, 
she increases air flow.  
 
 

2. Select coloring and fill coloring cup: The JULIA airbrush is designed to allow 
easy passage of both regular airbrush food coloring and thicker white and metallic 
colorings, without changing the nozzle or altering the colorings in any way. That being 
said, white and metallic colorings should be no thicker than a milk-like consistency to 
properly spray through the airbrush – and you must always give them a good shake or 
stir to homogenize them and to see their true consistency. If your colorings appear 
thicker than they should, just thin them with a little vodka or other clear potable alcohol. 
Avoid thinning with water, as excess water can damage icing. If your colorings clog the 
airbrush even after thinning them, then gradually increase the air pressure on your 
compressor until they flow more freely through the airbrush. (Aside: While it’s always 
best – and easiest – to start with food colorings designated for airbrush use, other 
types of food coloring can also be used. Both gel and liqua-gel food colorings must first 
be thinned before use, as described above. Powdered colorings and metallics are best 
mixed with vodka in a ratio of 1 to 1 ½ parts powder to 4 parts vodka, by volume.) 
 

 

The JULIA airbrush comes with a large ¼-ounce (7ml/cc) coloring cup and easy-to-
remove lid (50-0427P), allowing you the flexibility to fill the cup only partially for small 
jobs (i.e., a few cookies) or to near-capacity for larger scale products (i.e., cakes) or 
production runs. A few drops of coloring can go a long way, especially on small 
cookies, so when unsure about the amount of coloring needed, it’s best to err on the 
conservative side. And don’t forget to place the cap on the cup – no one likes to clean 
up food coloring spills! 
 
 

3. Do a test spray: Before spraying directly on your cookie or cake, it’s always wise to 
do a test spray on paper or paper towel, not only to make sure the airbrush is 
functioning properly, but also to get you in the right spraying groove for your 
application! Each application will have different requirements, but, in most cases, you’ll 
want to test the following things: (1) the shade of your food coloring(s); (2) the best 
distance and angle at which to hold your airbrush from/to your product; (3) the optimum 



amount of pullback on the trigger; and (4) the optimum pressure setting on the 
compressor. (See point 4 for more triggering and spraying tips.) 
 
 

4. Start spraying! Before you jump in, it’s important to know that the JULIA airbrush is 
a dual-action airbrush, meaning that two actions are required to release coloring 
through it. First, push down on the trigger to get air flowing through the airbrush. (This 
air flow is what “vacuums” the coloring from the cup into a fine spray as it emerges 
from the nozzle.) Second, slowly pull back the trigger to release the coloring. Again, be 
sure to push down the trigger first, or you can “flood” the nozzle with coloring. (See 
Troubleshooting Tip 11, below.) The further the trigger is drawn back, the greater the 
amount of coloring released. Though described as two discrete motions, the trigger 
operation will quickly become second nature – and one fluid continuous motion – with 
just a little practice. (By contrast, a single-action airbrush has only one action to 
release coloring – the pulling back of the trigger - as air flows continuously through it.) 
The ability to control air flow independently of coloring flow makes dual-action 
airbrushes favored over single-action airbrushes for precise detail work. Likewise, the 
ability to quickly stop air flow with a dual-action airbrush reduces the risk of spraying 
mishaps.  
 
 

Remember, it’s always best to start spraying off to the side of your product, to make 
sure you’ve got the right flow through the airbrush. Once you’re happy with the flow, 
gradually move the airbrush over your product. When you’re ready to stop spraying, 
again gradually move the airbrush away from your product, and maintain downward 
pressure on the trigger until returning it to the forward position to turn off coloring flow.  
 
 

More spraying tips. The airbrush’s spray pattern is determined by the amount of 
coloring that is sprayed and the distance and angle at which the airbrush is held from 
the product. It’s useful to think of two primary modes of operation, with a continuum 
existing in between: (1) detail mode (i.e., fine lines, lettering, precise cookie and cake 
stenciling, etc.), achieved by spraying very close to the surface (i.e., 1 to 2 inches 
away) while pulling back the trigger very little (less than one-quarter of its full 
retraction), and (2) wide swath mode (i.e., broad cake or cookie coverage), achieved 
by moving the airbrush further from the surface (a few inches or more) and sliding the 
trigger further back. For broad, but subtle shading effects, trigger pullback could be 
less than halfway, whereas for very opaque coverage, pullback is likely to be almost 



fully retracted. When working with stencils, it’s always best to operate at a 90-degree 
angle to the stencil and product to prevent underspray (spray getting under the stencil). 
However, in other applications (such as shading product edges), spraying at lower 
angles can be quite effective. 
 

 
Routine Cleaning 

 

The following cannot be emphasized enough: You should not have to take apart  
the JULIA airbrush for routine cleaning if you follow these simple instructions! 
The key to keeping an airbrush clean is not to let coloring dry in it by spraying food-
safe airbrush cleaner (i.e., vodka or other clear potable alcohol) through the airbrush 
with reasonable frequency. Before adding coloring, when changing colorings, and 
when setting the airbrush to rest are all good times to shoot a little cleaner through the 
airbrush. As a general rule: if you’re asking yourself, “Should I spray cleaner through 
my airbrush?”, the answer is always “yes”! 
 
 

1. Pour out any excess coloring from the airbrush into its original container if you 
intend to reuse it, or simply discard it. Rinse the cup with food-safe airbrush cleaner, 
and then wipe any excess coloring out of the cup with a makeup pad, soft cloth, or 
paper towel. 
 
 

2. Backflush airbrush to clean out nozzle end: Fill the coloring cup about halfway 
with food-safe airbrush cleaner. Gently place your finger (or a makeup pad, soft cloth, 
or paper towel) over the nozzle end, taking care not to press down on the needle tip. 
Then, with your compressor on, depress and fully retract the trigger. Blocking the 
nozzle in this fashion will force air back into the airbrush’s coloring passage, sending 
any remaining food coloring from the nozzle end back into the cup in the process. You 
should see the cleaner bubbling in the cup as you do this. After backflushing, dump (do 
not spray) the backflushed material from the cup. Typically, doing this step once or 
twice is more than sufficient. However, if you’ve been working with white or metallic 
colorings, which tend to be stickier than regular food coloring, you may need to do this 
step a few times. When done, wipe any excess coloring out of the cup with a makeup 
pad, soft cloth, or paper towel. 
 
 



3. Spray cleaner through airbrush until it runs clear: With the bulk of the coloring 
now out of the nozzle end, fill the coloring cup about halfway with food-safe airbrush 
cleaner. Spray the cleaner through the airbrush onto a clean paper towel. Repeat this 
step as often as needed until the spray on the paper towel is completely clear of food 
coloring.  
 
 

4. Clean and dry exterior of airbrush: Coloring on the outside of the airbrush won’t 
impact its performance in any way. Even so, if you’re a neatnik like Julia, it’s nice to 
restore your airbrush to its original pristine state after each use! Using a small makeup 
swab dampened with airbrush cleaner, carefully wipe down the joints at the nozzle 
end, needle end, and very bottom of the coloring cup where food coloring can 
sometimes settle. As a final cleaning step, use a clean dry makeup pad, soft cloth, or 
paper towel to wipe down and dry all airbrush surfaces. 
 
 
 

5. Retract needle and stow airbrush: To protect the needle tip during storage, it’s 
best to retract it. Simply loosen the needle chuck (51-010) and carefully pull back on 
the small black ball at the handle end of the needle. Slide the needle back just until you 
can no longer see it protruding beyond the nozzle guard (JU8131G); then re-tighten 
the needle chuck. Place the black plastic protective cap (50-022) on the nozzle end, 
and return the airbrush and coloring cup lid to the storage box. 
 

Important: Due to the adverse effect that soaking can have on airbrush valve 
seals, soaking your JULIA airbrush is discouraged. 

 
Deep (aka Exceptional) Cleaning 

 

On what should be rare occasions (such as you didn’t follow the routine cleaning 
procedures above and let coloring dry inside the airbrush, or you don’t intend to 
airbrush for a few weeks or more), it may be necessary to disassemble some parts of 
the airbrush for more thorough cleaning. However, you should only ever have to 
disassemble the parts that come in contact with sprayed food coloring, i.e., from the 
point of the coloring cup and forward. You should never have to dismantle the handle 
or the trigger, and doing so is strongly discouraged. The parts you may have to 
dismantle include the needle (51-046) and four pieces in the nozzle assembly: the 
nozzle guard (JU8131G), spray regulator (JU41-036), nozzle head (51-071), and 
nozzle tip (41-002). The good news is: the needle can be removed from the outside of 



the airbrush, without risk of the trigger falling out, and the other four pieces can be 
unscrewed* and tightened by hand, without any tools. (*Note: The JULIA airbrush 
features a finger-tight nozzle assembly. However, initial disassembly may require the 
use of small pliers to separate and remove its parts. If so, use the protective nozzle 
cap (50-022) to protect the parts from marring when gripping with pliers.)   
 
1. Clean needle: Work over a soft surface to avoid damaging or losing any parts if 
they should drop. Loosen the needle chuck (51-010), and carefully pull the needle 
entirely out of the airbrush from the handle end. Use a makeup swab or soft cloth 
dampened with food-safe airbrush cleaner to remove any dried food coloring from the 
needle, focusing on the pointed end that comes in contact with food coloring during 
use. When done, carefully reinsert the tip of the needle into the indented hole of the 
needle chuck. Slide the needle forward by gently pushing on the black ball on the 
needle’s back end until the needle comes to a stop and the nozzle tip (41-002) appears 
entirely closed off. Finger-tighten the needle chuck.  
 
2. Clean nozzle assembly: Again, work over a soft surface to avoid damaging or 
losing any parts if they should drop. While cleaning the nozzle assembly, retract the 
needle as described in Routine Cleaning Step 5. Unscrew the nozzle guard 
(JU8131G), followed by the spray regulator (JU41-036). To avoid dropping and 
damaging the nozzle tip, it’s best to hold the airbrush upright while unscrewing the third 
component of the nozzle assembly, the nozzle head (51-071), as it is the only thing 
holding the nozzle tip in place. Once the nozzle head is off, the nozzle tip can be lifted 
out of the airbrush. Using a small makeup swab dampened with food-safe airbrush 
cleaner, carefully wipe down all four parts to remove any dried food coloring, focusing 
on the inside of the nozzle tip. (Note: Do not force anything through the nozzle tip.) 
When done, place the nozzle tip in the airbrush; then re-thread and finger-tighten the 
nozzle head, spray regulator, and nozzle guard in this order. Leave the needle partially 
retracted for storage, as described in Routine Cleaning Step 5. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Troubleshooting Tips 
 

1. Off-center spray.  
Causes: a. Needle tip is bent.  b. Nozzle tip is flared. 
Corrective measures: a. Carefully attempt to straighten the needle tip. A knife-sharpening 
stone is an effective device for straightening bent needle tips. If you are unable to straighten 
the needle tip, a replacement needle (51-046) will need to be installed. b. Replace nozzle tip 
(41-002). 
 

  2. Immediate and excessive spray and/or rapid depletion of coloring. 
Causes: a. Needle is retracted and not properly seated in nozzle tip. b. Flared nozzle tip not 
allowing needle to close off nozzle. 
Corrective measures: a. To seat the needle forward into its proper position, loosen the needle 
chuck (51-010), grasp the small black ball on the needle’s back end, and slowly nudge the 
needle forward in the airbrush until it comes to a stop and the nozzle tip (41-002) appears 
entirely closed off. Re-tighten the needle chuck and resume airbrushing. b. Replace nozzle tip 
(41-002). 
 

3. Grainy or speckled spray pattern, with regular airbrush food coloring. 
 Causes: a. Air pressure is too low. b. Airbrush is partially blocked with dried food coloring. c. 

Compressor is malfunctioning. 
 Corrective measures: a. Increase the air pressure to see if the spray becomes more consistent 

and uniform. b. If Step a does not resolve the issue, perform Routine Cleaning Steps 1 to 3, 
and Deep Cleaning Steps 1 and 2 if routine cleaning does not fix the issue. c. If Step b does 
not resolve the issue, make sure your compressor is supplying adequate air pressure by 
spraying water or cleaner through the airbrush. Make certain the spray is consistent and 
uniform, and the flow is adjusting properly when the trigger is moved back and forth. If not, 
your compressor may need service or replacement. 

 

4. Blotchy, irregular, or no spray, with white or metallic colorings. 
  Causes: a. Air pressure is too low. b. Food coloring is too thick. c. Airbrush is clogged with 

thick or dried coloring. 
Corrective measures: a. Increase the air pressure to see if the spray becomes more consistent 
and uniform. b. If Step a does not resolve the issue, check your coloring thickness as 
described in Operation and Airbrushing Tips Step 2, and thin if needed. c. If Step b does not 
resolve the issue, clean the airbrush as described in Routine Cleaning Steps 1 to 3, and Deep 
Cleaning Steps 1 and 2 if routine cleaning does not fix the issue. 
 

5. Excessive overspray.  
Cause: a. Any airbrush will produce overspray, the “fuzz” of dots that appears around the 
desired spray focal point. The amount of overspray is a function of air pressure setting, 
airbrush nozzle size, and distance the airbrush is held from the product. The JULIA airbrush 



has a relatively small nozzle opening (0.3 mm), so overspray should be minimal. However, 
certain spraying techniques can further minimize overspray. 
Corrective measures: a. Work closer to your desired focal point, with minimal pullback on the 
trigger; in other words, use the “detail mode” of operation described in Operation and 
Airbrushing Tips Step 4. b. Use a masking medium (i.e., a stencil, low-tack masking tape, or a 
spray shield like paper or plastic) to prevent spray from getting into areas where it’s not 
wanted. (Aside: Tape should not be applied to your product, but can be applied to/over 
stencils.) 
 

6. Coloring going beneath the stencil (aka underspray). 
 Causes: a. Stencil is not making good contact with product surface. b. Spray is being directed 

under stencil. c. Coloring is pooling on top of and seeping underneath stencil. 
Corrective measures: a. Make sure the stencil is flush against the surface of your product in all 
areas. (The flatter your product’s surface, the better!) As needed, anchor the stencil with a 
stencil frame or small weights. If any stencil areas should remain lifted after weighing 
down/anchoring the stencil, then press down select areas while airbrushing using a needle tool 
or toothpick. b. Make sure you are holding your airbrush at a 90-degree angle to the stencil 
and your product’s surface. If airbrushing at any other angle, spray is likely to get under the 
stencil. c. Reduce coloring flow by pulling back less on the trigger. If pooling continues, 
gradually increase your distance from the stencil until pooling stops. 
 

7. Sudden spitting of water. 
Cause: a. Moisture in air hose (due to condensation of compressor-generated hot air or high 
ambient humidity) coming through airbrush and being expelled on product. 
Corrective measures: a. If using a quick-connect air hose, leave the hose attached to the air 
compressor, and unthread the airbrush from its quick-connect adaptor (51-038) while making 
sure the quick-connect adaptor remains snapped into the air hose’s quick-connect fitting. If 
using a slide-over hose with a barbed fitting, leave the hose connected to the compressor and 
on the barbed fitting at the airbrush end; then unthread the airbrush from the barbed fitting. 
Now, turn on the compressor and expel water from the hose by blowing it onto a paper towel.  
Alternatively, swap in a new hose, and allow the original hose to dry out. b. If your compressor 
feels hot, turn it off, and let it cool down before you resume airbrushing, and/or install a Badger 
mini moisture filter (JU50-2012) following the instructions that come with it. (Note: The 
moisture filter can only be used with a quick-connect air hose.) c. If airbrushing in high 
humidity conditions, install a Badger mini moisture filter (JU50-2012).  
 

8. Bubbling of coloring on outside of nozzle assembly. 
Cause: a. Slight air leakages from the fittings around the nozzle assembly, which only become 
apparent (in the form of bubbling) if you should spill coloring or cleaner on the assembly area, 
are not uncommon. If the assembly components are secured tightly in their proper places, 
these leakages will not impact the airbrush’s performance. 
Corrective measure: a. Wipe off any excess coloring on the nozzle assembly, and make sure 



the nozzle guard (JU8131G), spray regulator (JU41-036), and nozzle head (51-071) are 
securely screwed in place. Finger-tighten any components, as needed, and resume 
airbrushing. 
 

9. Bubbling in airbrush coloring cup.  
     Causes: a. Improper nozzle seal. b. Partial nozzle clog. c. Split or fractured nozzle tip. d. 

Spray regulator misalignment. 
Corrective measures: a. Make certain the nozzle tip (41-002) is properly placed in the angled 
recess of the airbrush body (JU51-0105), and that all surfaces between the nozzle tip and 
body are clean and not marred or scratched. Also make sure all nozzle components are 
securely tightened in place. b. Clean the airbrush as described in Routine Cleaning Steps 1 to 
3, and Deep Cleaning Steps 1 and 2 if routine cleaning does not fix the issue. c. Replace the 
nozzle tip (41-002). d. Securely tighten the spray regulator (JU41-036) onto the nozzle head 
(51-071). 

 

10. Air on, but no color spraying.  
Causes: a. Swollen air valve o-ring due to moisture in air valve. b. Air valve malfunction. 
Corrective measures: a. Remove the air valve (50-036) from the airbrush and allow the air 
valve o-ring to dry out and return to its proper size. b. Replace the air valve (50-036).   
 

11. Blotching or spattering when first pressing down trigger.   
Causes: a. Nozzle is “flooded” with coloring. b. Coloring has accumulated on nozzle guard. 
Corrective measures: a. “Flooding” of the nozzle occurs when the downward pressure on the 
trigger is released prior to the trigger being returned forward to close off the nozzle and shut 
down coloring flow. Always use proper triggering technique when using a dual-action airbrush, 
i.e., always return the trigger to the forward (coloring off) position before releasing the trigger to 
turn off air. b. Monitor any buildup of coloring on the nozzle guard (JU8131G) and, as 
necessary, wipe it off with a paper towel or soft cloth.   
 

12. Pulsating spray pattern. 
Causes: a. Uneven coloring thickness. b. Damaged airbrush needle bearing inside airbrush.  
Corrective measures: a. Colorings should be no thicker than a milk-like consistency to properly 
spray through the airbrush. Always give them a good shake or stir to homogenize them and to 
see their true consistency. b. Replace the needle bearing. This item is under lifetime warranty. 
Contact Badger Air-Brush Co. (see instruction cover) for service options and instructions.  
 

13. Color seeping to rear of airbrush. 
 Cause: a. Damaged airbrush needle bearing inside airbrush. 
 Corrective measure: a. Replace the needle bearing. This item is under lifetime warranty. 
 Contact Badger Air-Brush Co. (see instruction cover) for service options and instructions.   
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